
1 - Keep track of your worries.  The first step to tackling the
anxieties you experience about writing is to capture and
list them as they arise. Note them down as you experience
your worries and keep a diary of how you feel. 
 
2 - Classify your worries. Worries are of two types. They're
either practical and therefore solvable through taking an
action of some type or hypothetical. These are 'what-if?'
anxieties normally about the future that you cannot solve.
 
3 - Act. For practical worries, create a plan of action to
address them. For hypothetical worries, schedule periods
of 'worry time' each day.  When you have a hypothetical
worry - acknowledge it, then park it for your worry time. 
 

KEEP A WORRY DIARY

"Once you've written down
your worry - refocus on the
present moment. Focus on
what's around you and tune
in. It's always harder to
worry when you're focused
on the present."
 
Marie Chellingsworth,
Clinical Education
Development & Research
lead, University of Exeter
 

WANT MORE ADVICE?

WHAT IS WORRY?

Schedule around 20 minutes as

your worry time each day. In this

time, go through your list of

hypothetical worries one by one. 

 
Ask yourself how you feel about the

worries now? Have they changed?

Do they still concern you? Can you

solve any with a practical solution?

 
At the end of the session throw your

list away - it's time to stop worrying.  

Start each day with a new list.

 

Take note... 

Get regular tips from
Prolifiko by joining
the newsletter at:
 
prolifiko.com
@beprolifiko
 

Feeling anxious about your writing  is normal. Worrying about what you want to achieve, how good
you are or what the future may bring is common. But when you worry too much - or worry about
worrying - this can really interfere with your progress. One method used by cognitive behavioural
therapists is to keep a worry diary and classify the types of anxiety you experience. 
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